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Equities: European stock markets have opened lower on Friday,
mirroring sentiment across Asia overnight and on Wall Street. The
main indices on the continent are around 0.75% weaker, albeit still
higher on the week. 
Investors in the States decided to take some risk off the table on
Thursday after comments from Fed officials Mester and Bullard
indicated we could potentially see further 50bp hikes in the US.
Hotter-than-expected US inflation data this week, along with some
other strong economic results, have caused markets to price in a
higher terminal rate of 5.25 - 5.50% in the US. 

Fixed income: Bond yields have continued to move higher this week -
Germany's benchmark 10yr yield is on the cusp of trading its highest level
since 2011 (around 2.55%), with the US equivalent at its highest yield in
over 3 months (3.90%). Strong bond-equity correlations look to be breaking
down so far this year, with the latter asset class staying resilient for now.
However, we are cognizant of the effect higher bond yields could have on
stock market valuations, at least in the short to medium term.

Currencies: The dollar rallied as risk assets dropped on Thursday
and expectations of steeper US rate hikes came to the fore. This
move has actually brought the EUR/USD pair to a six-week low of
around 1.065. The world's reserve currency will continue to react to
any further hawkish comments from Fed officials throughout next
week. Sterling is drifting lower despite the stronger UK Retail Sales
data out earlier.

Looking ahead: The rest of Friday will be very quiet in terms of economic
data points, after this morning's strong UK Retail Sales figure. Monday is
also expected to be on the quieter side, US markets will remain shut for
the Presidents Day bank holiday, which should also lead to lower volumes
and volatility on this side of the Atlantic. 
Key data next week will include the following: European & US February
PMIs, Fed meeting minutes, revised US GDP, revised Eurozone CPI, and US
Core PCE inflation. In terms of earnings next week we will hear from Home
Depot, Walmart, HSBC, Lloyds Bank, Rio Tinto, Baidu, eBay, Nvidia, WPP,
Iberdrola, Alibaba, Telefonica, IAG, IRES REIT, and many more.

Irish-based building materials firm Kingspan Group plc has reported a robust
set of results for 2022 on Friday morning, sending the shares almost 4%
higher to around €62 at the time of writing.
Revenues increased by 28% to €8.3b, with after-tax profits rising 8% to
€616m. The company also took this opportunity to propose a final dividend of
23.8 cent per share. Kingspan posted a "milestone" EBITDA of almost €1
billion, up from the previous year's €893.2m.
"Kingspan recorded another meaningful year in its contribution to lowering
the C02 emissions of buildings combined with record revenue and EBITDA
touching €1 billion for the first time" said chief executive Gene Murtagh,
"Notwithstanding ongoing challenges in the global economy, we expect to see
a continuation of the structural drive in favour of more sustainable buildings
over the long term".
As of last night's close, the shares traded on a forward-looking P/E multiple of
18.7x, below their direct peer average of 20.0x and their own 10-year average
of 22.3x. Kingspan's balance sheet is in relatively strong shape, with its
debt/equity ratio having improved considerably since the beginning of the
pandemic (now sitting at 49%). We upgrade our price target after today's
results, and see the stock reaching €77, implying a 25% upside move from
Friday's levels.

Kingspan

NatWest
Britain's third-largest banking group NatWest has on Friday morning posted
its annual results, sending the shares down by almost 8% to £2.821 (lowest
level in a month). The bank actually reported its highest profit since before the
GFC in 2008, seeing pre-tax profits of £5.1b up from the prior £4b. However,
shares in the 45% state-owned bank are falling since high profits and a
generally rising share price could well mean the UK government will divest
more of its stake.
NatWest, who owns Ulster Bank here, also announced a 10 pence per share
final dividend and an £800 million share buyback. The firm has agreed deals
with AIB for the sale of its commercial loans as well as its performing tracker
and linked mortgages. It also agreed a deal with Permanent TSB for its
performing non-tracker mortgages, performing loans in its micro-SME
business, the Ulster Bank Asset Finance business, and 25 branches across the
country.

20/02/2023 - US Bank Holiday
21/02/2023 - European & US PMIs
22/02/2023 - Fed meeting minutes
23/02/2023 - US GDP


